
Filmless GEN 4 intensifier   



High values of photocathode sensitivity, predicting an unthinkable, for 

that time, signal-to-noise ratio, were worsened by the low 

photocathode resistance to the ion flux that occurs during the IIT 

operation and which led to the device short life. Decision was found - 

special film was applied to the MCP surface, which passed through 

electrons flying from the photocathode and didn't pass the ions, which 

poisoned the photocathode, but “everything has its price”. The film, 

protecting the photocathode from its death, at the same time prevents 

up to 30-50% of the electrons, emitted by the photocathode from its 

entering to the MCP, that leads to efficiency of photon detection 

decrease, noise increase, resolution decrease and IIT frequency-

contrast characteristics deterioration. Today 3 Gen IIT have with ion 

barrier film have much better characteristics in comparison   to its 

predecessor, but the existence of the film still adversely affects the 

intensifier's characteristics.

In 2020, Ekran FEP, after years of research and experiments, using the 

most advanced technologies, began serial production of the filmless 4 

Gen IIT. This made possible to obtain a higher quantum efficiency, 

significantly decrease noises, increase resolution, improve image 

quality, especially at low light conditions, and usage of auto-gating 

power supply makes such IIT a universal tool that works not only at 

night, but also during the day time.

First 3 Gen IIT with highly efficient semiconductor photocathode with 

negative affinity to electron based on gallium arsenide and fundamen-

tally different from the previous 2+ and 3 Gen IIT was represented at 

international arms exhibitions in the early 80s of the last century. 

American companies such as Litton, ITT, Varian carried out an inten-

sive work to improve such IIT. In USSR such IIT type appeared by the 

mid-80s.

Filmless GEN 4 intensifier   

Enhanced GaAs filmless intensifier with increased parameters 

Options:

P22, P43, P45

external gain control

ultra-fast auto-gating

high shock resistance

extra pure visual area 

Resolution – 72 lp/mm and more

E.B.I. – 0.15 µlx  

Sensitivity – 2 400 µA/lm

Improved MTF

FOM – 2 040 and more

SNR* - 30 and more

Technical characteristics:

 ATTN: IIT are subject to Russian export control regulations. Export license is required.

* SNR in accordance with MIL STD
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